READY FOR THE FUTURE?
ATTITUDES TOWARDS
DIGITAL IN WEALTH AND
INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT

What makes a future
ready firm?

Combined AuM of survey participants:
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A copy of the final report will be available to all
webinar attendees, and free to download from the
infocenter on the CREALOGIX website
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Attitudes to Digital

Source: Compeer Annual Benchmarking

Current State of Digital
“If you don’t have a digital
offering clients will just flock to
the leading market players”

“Our selection of digital tools is
very limited and embarrassing”

“We are building a full platform
made up of many smaller systems,
to enable us to scale up"

“It’s a people business at the end
of the day, but the technology can
improve the efficiency of your
business and reduce pain points for
clients”

“Older clients are happy with the
status quo; younger clients are
shocked by how complicated
everything can be”

"Digital should make it easy as
possible to do business with us for
our clients”

Meeting Client
Expectation
We asked firms to discuss what
they feel are their strengths and
weaknesses in meeting their
client's digital expectations
The imbalance in size of these
lists speak volumes

The smaller firms are more
agile and can change
systems more easily

Poor system design of
products currently on the
market
Rigid company culture

Client surveys provide
valuable insight into
consumer demands

Tighter regulation
Lack of a mobile app

Finding digitally native
clients

Key uses for Digital

Client Reporting
The consensus is that the industry does not
complete client reporting to a high enough
standard. The process involves too many

Client On-Boarding
Due to regulatory issues, budget constraints and
technology limitations few firms can offer clients
an end to end digital onboarding process.

paper forms and takes too long to complete.

Client Engagement
The involvement of digital in client engagement
has been driven forward in such a short period
of time due to the COVID-19 lockdown.

Self-Service
Firms offering discretionary portfolio
management services tend to perceive selfservice as being associated with interactive
and even execution-focused client activities.

Changing Client Expectation

“There’s plenty of demand
from clients for new
technology”

“The biggest risk to the
industry is inheritance money
– the next generation want it
all online and digital… by only
having static valuations you
will lose those clients.”

“We know the average age
of our client base and
understand some have no
use for digital”

Client Feedback

How satisfied are clients with their wealth
managers current level of digital?

Current channels wealth managers use to
collect client feedback:
 Meet up with clients once a year (or more frequently
for larger clients)
 Annual client survey

 Questions in the online portal
 Remind advisors to ask particular questions in
meetings

 Regular workshops run by client engagement team
 Hosting investment seminars
 Ad hoc discussions when clients contact the firm

The Future of Digital
Client Data
With so much data available to them, firms are
not currently maximising its potential value.

Automation
Automation holds the key to moving beyond
the legacy systems which hold so much of
the industry in the dark ages of technology.

COVID-19
Opportunities
for
Digital

Specialisation
In order for firms to stand out in the future they
must ensure they maximise value in the nontech
areas of their business to prevent new entrants
from poaching their client base.

Next Generation of Clients
Firms are presented with the opportunity of capturing
new business by meeting their expectations, which
differ greatly from those of their parents.

Challenges
for
Digital

The use of secure messaging apps, document
signing software and video conferencing have
afforded firms a high degree of success at
maintaining relationships and reassuring clients
in such uncertain times.

New Entrants
New digitally-native firms pride themselves on
being able to provide clients with highly
simplified and convenient user experience,
aiming to attract investors who are neglected or
even turned away by traditional wealth
managers.

Digital Strategy

Which areas of client engagement
are firms prioritising the use of

#1

What are firms aiming to achieve from digital?

Providing existing
services in a more
cost effective or
scalable way

Parity

Differentiator

Some firms aiming to use
technology to achieve parity

Others are using technology
to differentiate themselves

with their rivals and meet the
minimum threshold of digital

from their rivals and gain a
competitive edge.

#4

Retaining
existing
customers

digital?

Acquiring
new
customers

Developing
existing
customers

#3

#2

What is holding the industry back?

Budget Constraints
Measuring ROI of Digital
Major technology change programmes are
often considered as having long, not short
term payoffs.

The most significant barrier to tech is budget
constraints. As margin pressure continues
throughout the industry, firms must find ways to
source capital to invest in modernising their services.

Lack of Client Demand
Lack of Available Systems
A major issue holding tech adoption back is
the fear of lack of quality in software and IT
delivered by vendors.

Older clients prefer the traditional way of
business, and are less inclined to use
digital than younger investors.
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Thank you for listening!

